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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. This Monitoring Report pertains to the monitoring activities of the Ci Kenya Monitor

appointed to observe the transfer case of Mr. (Mr.

before the Judiciary of the Republic of Rwanda during the months of

October and November 2019 (“the Reporting Period”).

2. During the Reporting Period, the Monitor undertook three missions to monitor the•
case. This report therefore covers: the High Court hearing of 11

November 2019; meeting with the Netherlands Ambassador to Rwanda-H.E

(hereinafter referred to as the Ambassador)and the Second Secretaryiustice

and Good Governance- , meeting with Mr. 1 (hereinafter

referred to as the Accused) and meeting with the Defense Counsel, Mr.

2.0 DETAILED REPORT

2.1 Meeting with the Netherlands Ambassador to Rwanda held on 11 October 2019 at

3. The Monitor held a joint meeting at with Mr. 1 and H.E

— the Netherlands Ambassador to Rwanda, who was accompanied by

— the Second Secretary, iustice & Good Governance.

4. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the progress of 1 ‘s case and to

discuss outstanding issues arising from the monitoring arrangements between the

Accused, Ci Kenya and the Netherlands Embassy.

5. At the meeting, the Monitor noted that the convening was very timely, particularly to

discuss pertinent issues that had been raised by Mr. 1 regarding the

monitoring of the trial process.

6. Mr. noted that some information from the hearing of 1 iune 2018 was

missing in the Monitor’s report. The fact that two prosecution witnesses were heard in

Court but the recording equipment was not working was not inciuded in the report.
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7. 1 requested that the Monitor should document every detail of the Court

proceedings in his report.

8. In response, the Monitor stated that he documents the Court proceedings and the

discussions during the prison visit and with other interlocutors in a very independent,

neutral and objective manner as possible. The Monitor further affirmed that from the

commencement of the monitoring process, all issues raised by the Accused had been

included in the reports.

9. The Monitor inquired from 1 whether he had received all the reports

especially the ones from the hearings in 2017 and 2018.

10. 1 said that he had not received all the monitoring reports.

11. The Ambassador elaborated the roles of the Monitor and the Embassy and he pointed

out that they were not meant to mediate on any concerns of the Accused about the

interlocutors. They ought to be as objective as possible.

12. Mr. 1 underlined the need for the Netherlands Embassy to intervene and

train the Prosecutors in Rwanda.

13. Mr. was of the opinion that the Prosecutors were not open minded to

accept defeat and were always very determined to win cases regardless of absence of

evidence. Mr. 1 expressed concerns that the Prosecutors would go to the

extent of delaying the case and fabricating evidence to ensure conviction.

14. Mr. 1 further noted that the hearing process was slow and he feared that

even after appeal, he would not be compensated by the Government for wrongful

prosecution and conviction.

15. Mr. 1 further noted the Prosecutor requested for his extradition for having

committed 8 crimes. However, when he arrived in Rwanda, he was Accused of having

committed only 1 crime with only 4 statements which according to him did not have

substance.

16. Mr. 1, stated that the statements given to the Police authorities in The

Netherlands were different from the ones in Rwanda after his extradition.

17. The Ambassador inquired whether there was any other evidence presented in Court

other than the witness statements.

18. Mr. 1 stated that there was no other evidence presented in Court except

the witness statements.
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19. Mr. requested whether The Dutch Embassy in Kigali through the Ministry

of Justice and Security in The Netherlands would facilitate his lawyer’s travel and

accommodation in ahead of the next hearing of his witnesses because he could

not afford it.

20. He noted that the witnesses based in could not travel to Rwanda because of

the sensitive nature of the case.

21. Mr. 1 was concerned that he was not going to be represented at the hearing

in where his witnesses would testify using video conference because he could

not afford to send a lawyer to represent him.

22. The Ambassador inquired whether there would be any objection in Court if Mr.

proposed to meet the expenses.

23. Mr. 1 noted that there would be no objection at all and that he would ask

his Defense Counsel to bring It up in the next hearing.

24. The Ambassador noted that he would try and raise the issue with the relevant

authorities.

25. The Monitor inquired from 1 whether he was satisfied with the quality of

Defense representation; and whether he feIt there was equality of arms in Court

between the Defense and Prosecution.

26. 1 noted that there was no equality of arms in Court because the Prosecution

was treated with more respect and were seen to be more superior compared to the

Defense lawyers.

27. The Ambassador inquired about the relationship between 1 and the lawyer

who used to represent him in The Netherlands.

2$. Mr. 1 noted that he would consult with him on his case occasionally and his

family was also in contact with the lawyer.

29. Mr. 1 requested the Embassy to provide him with books, sports items like

dumbbells for exercise, and a stipend to enable him buy items like inner wear and socks.

He noted that when he was extradited, he was told that he would be paid like other

Accused persons who had been transterred from Sierra Leone and were being paid a

stipend of about 100 Euros per month.

30. Mr. 1 acknowledged and recognized the efforts by the Monitors to ensure

that they are objective in reporting.
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31. The Ambassador finished by stating that he had noted all concerns that he had raised.

2.1 Monitoring Mission on 24 October 2019

2.1.1 Meeting with Rwanda Bar Association held on 24 October 2019

32. The Monitor held a meeting with Mr. , the Executive Secretary of

the Rwanda Bar Association (herein referred to the Bar Association),

33. the meeting, Mr. briefed the Monitor the cases that were going on smoothly

without many complications and those that had challenges.

34. Mr. highlighted the role of the Bar Association noting that it worked to ensure

that the Defense Counsels followed the law, that there was regular monitoring of the

cases, especially those that were complicated, and that sometimes the Bar Association

provided support to translate documents.

35. The Monitor raised the issue of payment of the Defense Counsels and inquired whether

the change of location of the Court had affected the work of the Defense Counsels in

the case.

36. Mr. explained the process of administrative management and monitoring of

assigned Counsels and noted that in cases where funds are limited, facilitation needs

to be requested by the Counsel and justification given.

37. The Monitor inquired about the equality of arms in the trial process.

38. Mr. confirmed that the Court observed equality of arms in Court between the

Prosecution and the Defense.

39. Mr. finished by acknowledging and commending the Court for its efforts to

ensure that the hearings were conducted in the shortest time possible in order to

ensure that justice was not delayed.

2.2 Monitoring Mission from 5-6 November 2019

2.2.1 Meeting with

__________

at held on 5 November 2019

40. The Monitor met with Mr. I — at the She was assisted by an

interpreter.
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41. Mr. informed the Monitor that during the visit by the officials from the

Netherlands Embassy in Rwanda, he had inquired whether the Minister of Justice in

Netherlands could support his lawyer based in the Netherlands to travel to in

order to assist the witnesses to prepare for the upcoming hearing.

42. Mr. 1 said that the Court had however directed that they will send the

Registrar to prepare the witnesses, but he was convinced that the witnesses will not be

comfortable with that.

43. Mr. 1 told the Monitor that he had written a letter to the Court requesting

the Court to allow his lawyer based in The Netherlands to go to and assist the

witnesses in the upcoming trial.

44. Mr. 1 was concerned that the Court postponed the 5 November 2019

hearing on short notice yet the Defense witnesses had cequested for off days from their

e m Pl oye rs.

45. He further stated that the Court knew about the postponement in good time because

[t was the beginning of the judicial year therefore the notice should have been given

early enough.

46. Mr. 1 stated that he was afraid that the next time the witnesses would be

required to testify in the hearing they might not be able to be given days off from work.

47. With regards to the prison conditions, Mr. 1 informed the Monitor that the

prison IT officer had not been around therefore he was unable to download an adobe

reader so he is unable to read his PDF documents. He further stated that the Prison

Director, Mr. , informed 1 to write to him a letter stating

the problem that he was facing.

48. Mr. 1 told the Monitor that he feels insecure while using his laptop because

he thinks someone was using his IP address from a different server hence he wrote his

documents instead of typing them. He added that he would inciude this concern in his

letter to the Prison Director.
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Meeting with 1 ‘s lawyer, Mr. held on 6
November 2019

49. Mr. informed the Monitor that the Court refused to allow the Defense

lawyers to go to to prepare the witnesses for the hearing. Instead, they

directed that the Registrar attend the hearing in in order to prepare the

witness for the hearing for a period of four days.

50. Mr. told the Monitor that the Defense wrote a letter to the Court

stating that the witnesses would hold back information if a stranger is sent to assist

them instead of the Defense lawyers.

51. Mr. stated that the witnesse5 based in complained that they

were not informed early enough about the postponement of the heating because they

took off days from work. He added that the witnesses were not sure 1f they would be

able to get off days again anytime soon.

52. Mr. informed the Monitor that the content of the letter written to the

Court by the Defense was to request the Court to allow a Iawyer based in The

Netherlands to travel to to prepare the witnesses.

53. Mr. was of the opinion that it would not be fair 1f the witnesses based

in were not assisted by a lawyer.

2.3 Monitoring Mission on 11 November 2019

2.3.1 High Court hearing held on 11 November 2019 at the International Crimes High Court
Chamber in Nyanza

54. The hearing was held on 11 November 2019 before Judge

Judge and Judge The Registrar- Mr.

the Accused -Mr. 1 and Defense Counsel-Mr.

were present in court. The Prosecution was represented by Ms.

55. The Court began by stating that in the previous hearing of 5 November 2019, the Court

had scheduled the hearing of witnesses via videoconference but the hearing was

canceled following application submitted by Mr. 1 requesting the

intervention of a foreign Iawyer in this hearing.
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56. At the invitation of the court, the Defense explained that when Defense Counsel

met witnesses in , they expressed their worries about testifying before the

Court and requested for witness protection. Thereafter, the Court directed that the

Court Registrar would assist the witnesses in the hearing. t is for that reason that the

Defense requested the Court to allow the witnesses to be assisted by a Iawyer based in

Netherlands which is not far from

57. He added that a Defense Counsel had been identified and had accepted the offer and

his fees are to be paid by the Netherlands Embassy as he will come from

which is not very far from . He explained that the reason they came up with

that proposal was because the Defense Counsel was experienced. In addition, he stated

that witnesses should be facilitated as provided for under Article 14 of the Transfer

law.’

58. The Court told the Defense that 1 already had two Iawyers and asked them

to explain why he needed three lawyers.

59. In response, the Defense stated that they proposed that Iawyer because he used to

represent 1 in the Netherlands when his case began and he was even

supposed to go to Rwanda to continue representing him but was unable because of

limitation of funds.

60. At the invitation of the Court, the Prosecution stated that it appeared to them that all

instructions were being dictated by the outcome of the meeting between the Accused

and the Ambassador which they could not however establish its veracity.

61. He added that the Court had already ruled on the witnesses hearing in The

Court decided to task the Court Registrar to travel to and coordinate the

hearing and ifthey cannot trust the Court then they must be up to something fishy. The

Prosecution was of the opinion that the Defense were trying to appeal the decision of

the Court through the letter that they wrote hence they stated that the Defense is

imposing their own legal procedure.

1 In the trial of cases transferred from the ICTR, the Prosecutor General of the Republic shall
facilitate the witnesses in giving testimony including those living abroad, by the provision of
appropriate immigration documents, personal security as well as providing them with medical
and psychological assistance.
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62. With regards to the additional Defense Counsel based in the Netherlands, he stated

that the case being tried in Rwanda and the extradition case are two separate cases.

The Rwandan law especially Article 7 of the Law governing the Bar Association provides

for modalities followed by foreign Iawyers seeking to practice their trade in Rwanda.

This provision was violated as far as this lawyer is concerned because the case is being

tried by the court in Rwanda even 1f the witnesses are located in therefore

they saw no reason whatsoever for the lawyer to be brought on board

63. The Court told the Defense that they did not reveal the name of the Iawyer and asked

them whether he was a member of the Netherlands Bar Association.

64. In response, the Defense stated that their letter to the court was not an appeal and

was only intended to make the work of the Court easier in reaching the witnesses. They

also stated that they did not mention the name of the lawyer because had the Court

accepted their request they would have chosen one from Mr. 1 ‘s three

lawyers according to their availability.

65. In addition to this, the Defense stated that the trial was the same one which started in

the Netherlands, however, Rwanda came in to demand his extradition so that the same

trial be transferred to Rwanda.

66. In response to the Defense, the Prosecution stated that the Defense was abusing the

court process because they agreed that they are not appealing against the Court

decision but only want to facilitate the Court so that the Court Registrar can easily reach

the witnesses yet the Court had not requested for their assistance.

67. The Prosecution added that the mission of the Court Registrar was clearly stated and

the Defense should also state what their Iawyer was going to do in

Furthermore, they stated that 1f the Defense Counsel will be allowed to go to

then the prosecution will also be required to go there.

68. The Court adjourned the hearing and stated that the rulings on the request filed by

__________

will be rendered on 19 November 2019 at 14:00 PM

69. The hearing scheduled for 19 November 2019 was postponed and no new date has been

given to date.

Dated this 15 Day of December 2019
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